Venango Conservation District’s
Dirt Gravel & Low Volume Road
Quality Assurance Board
Policies and Procedures
The purpose of the Quality Assurance Board (QAB) in Venango County is to recommend
to the Venango Conservation District Board of Directors a grant program for Section 9106 of the
PA Motor Vehicle Code. The QAB will assist the Venango Conservation District in carrying out
the Administrative, Educational and Contractual responsibilities of the Dirt Gravel & Low Volume
Road Program.
The QAB will establish priorities and requirements for funding through the Dirt, Gravel,
& Low Volume Road Program. The QAB responsibilities will include review of applications
submitted for funding, conducting site visits (as necessary and determined by the QAB) and
recommending eligible applications to the Venango Conservation District Board of Directors for
funding that will address non-point source pollution in affected areas.
The QAB in Venango County will be comprised of two members appointed by the
Venango Conservation District Board, one member from the Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) and one member from the Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission (PAFBC). The
non-voting Chairperson of the QAB is District Manager, Lance A. Bowes; the voting member is
appointed from the Oil Creek Chapter of Trout Unlimited, Thomas Young. These appointments
were made by the District Board at the September 11, 2014 meeting. NRCS is currently
represented by Gregory Cain and the PAFBC is represented by WCO Mark Kerr. The Venango
Conservation District, the Natural Resources Conservation Service and the Pennsylvania Fish &
Boat Commission have the option to appoint an alternate delegate to the QAB to serve in the
absence of the appointed delegate due to illness, injury, or other personal hardship (i.e. death in
the family).
The established meeting schedule for QAB meetings will be on an annual basis, usually in
November or December, and also on an as-needed basis as determined by the Chairman. Public
notice of the meeting will be in the newspaper and posted on the Venango Conservation District
website at www.venangocd.org.
Minutes of the QAB meeting will be taken by District staff, filed with the Dirt, Gravel, &
Low Volume Road files, and will be kept on record and available to the public pursuant to the
Venango Conservation District’s Open Records Policy. Any and all policies adopted by the
Venango QAB will be posted on the District website at www.venangocd.org. Written copies of
these policies are available upon request. The QAB meetings will be conducted according to
Robert Rules of Order.
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Finance
Any interest accrued from the Dirt Gravel & Low Volume Road accounts will be transferred at
least annually to the program’s project construction allocation. Training and educational monies
may be used to fund Special Educational Projects such as:


Purchase and use of Traffic Counters to be made available free of charge for Municipal
use.



To purchase carbide tipped rotating toothed grader blades, grade laser level, leaf
blower, and jumping jack to be lent out to qualified municipalities for Dirt, Gravel, &
Low Volume roads program approved projects.



To purchase promotional items for educational/public awareness purposes.



To use for any innovative ideas that will benefit the educational activities of the
Venango Conservation District regarding the Dirt Gravel & Low Volume Road
Program.



Training and educational funding will be used to pay for costs associated with ESM
workshops and the annual Dirt, Gravel, & Low Volume Road conference.

QAB Rules of Conduct & Conflict of Interest
The QAB recommended at their August 29, 2014 meeting to the Venango Conservation District
Board that the current policy of "No District Director, QAB member or District employee shall, as
a result of this program, be permitted to obtain financial benefits for him/herself, a member of
his/her immediate family or a business with which he/she is associated". Understanding that, this
shall not preclude the payment of normal salary and benefits to employees provided in their normal
course of employment, as outlined in the most current version of the Dirt, Gravel, & Low Volume
Road Administrative Manual.
In addition, any QAB member, Conservation District Board Member, or staff member, will be
excluded from voting on actions that might benefit a road or stream adjacent to his or her property
or the property of relatives or businesses in which he or she has an interest. In the event of such a
conflict the QAB member should abstain from voting provided a quorum of the board remains to
sufficiently carry or deny the motion. The Venango County QAB may not conduct business unless
a quorum of two thirds of voting board is present at the meeting. The non-voting chairperson of
the QAB may vote in the event that two thirds of the board is in attendance and there is a tie vote.
Additionally, the Venango Conservation District will not appoint any municipal official to the
QAB.
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Dirt Gravel & Low Volume Road Equal Access to
Funds Policy
To encourage and promote equal access to funding, the QAB recommended to the District Board
that any and all municipalities within Venango County as well as PennDOT, PA Game
Commission, the County of Venango, and PA Fish & Boat Commission are eligible for funding
provided the municipality or agency has:
a) inventoried their dirt and gravel roads with District Staff, and
b) evaluated their dirt, gravel, and low volume roads with District Staff and assisted in the
creation of worksites within their municipality or agency and
c) Have at the minimum, one current elected/appointed or employed individual attend
and complete the two-day Environmentally Sensitive Road Maintenance Workshop
within the last 5 years.
d) District Staff will notify by regular mail and electronic notification all Municipalities
annually of the availability of Dirt and Gravel Road funds.
e) District staff will also post the municipalities that were awarded funds for ESM projects
and the amount of those funds on the District website.
The Venango County QAB, in order to keep all potential applicants eligible for participation in
the program, will sponsor an Environmentally Sensitive Road Maintenance (ESM) workshop on a
three to five-year rotational basis. District Staff and QAB members will attend at least one of the
semi-annual meetings of Municipal Officials to both explain and promote the Dirt Gravel & Low
Volume Road Program.

Written Funding Criteria for Ranking Projects
At the August 29, 2014 Quality Assurance Board meeting, the QAB recommended to the District
Board the following ranking criteria should be used for the Dirt & Gravel application funding:
Water Quality Watershed Classification, trout streams classification, in-kind eligible applicant
contributions, the relative Dirt & Gravel project site Assessment (computer) score and the project
status. At the February 3rd, 2015 Quality Assurance Board meeting the QAB recommended to the
District Board that the additional ranking criteria of: administrative application review,
effectiveness of solution, degree to which the project improves the road, stormwater management,
and multiple years of project application submission be added to the Dirt & Gravel project ranking
criteria. At the February 3rd, 2015 Quality Assurance Board meeting the QAB recommended to
the District Board that the following ranking criteria should be used for the Low Volume Road
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application funding: Water Quality Watershed Classification, trout streams classification, In-kind
municipal contributions, the relative LVR site Assessment score, project status, administrative
application review, effectiveness of solution, degree to which the project improves the road,
stormwater management, and multiple years of project application submission, and the average
daily traffic count. At the December 15, 2016 Quality Assurance Board meeting, the QAB
recommended to the District Board that the following ranking criteria should be added to both Dirt
and Gravel and Low Volume Roads application funding: combining funds with County Liquid
Fuels funding and additional points for each successive year a project is applied for after the second
year. In addition, the QAB recommended the following ranking criteria be added to the Dirt and
Gravel application funding: add additional points to any fill projects if DSA is the chosen surface
aggregate.
The relative LVR site assessment score will be conducted by a qualified Venango
Conservation District staff and a qualified representative of the eligible applicant applying for
LVR funds. The term qualified will pertain to eligible applicants and district personnel that have
successfully completed the Environmentally Sensitive Maintenance training within the past five
years. Once the relative LVR site assessment score has been completed the qualified eligible
applicant representative will sign off on the score indicating that they agree that it is a fair
assessment of the project worksite. The relative LVR site assessment score will be conducted
prior to or at the pre-application site visit prior to submission of the DG&LVR program funding
application.
A minimum ranking score of 100 is required for any application to be considered for funding. Any
application not meeting the minimum ranking score of 100 will not be considered for funding
during that application year but the QAB may encourage the eligible applicant to work with the
Venango Conservation District staff on how to improve the project for re-submittal during
subsequent application years or will fund at the QAB’s discretion. The municipalities’ past history
of involvement in the program may also be taken into consideration. The QAB may recommend
the awarding of funds to an eligible applicant that has not previously participated in the program
to encourage their present and future participation. Lastly, an environmental benefit analysis will
be conducted as the final part of both the Dirt & Gravel and the Low Volume Road ranking criteria.
At the January 22nd, 2016 meeting the Quality Assurance Board recommended to the Venango
Conservation District Board that if the QAB recommends to the district board to fund an
application in phases, then the subsequent phases should automatically qualify for funding in the
next round of funding. This was adopted by the VCD Board of Directors at their February 11,
2016 meeting. At the December 15, 2016 meeting the Quality Assurance Board recommended to
the Venango Conservation District Board to only fund up to four phased projects in one year and
to limit phased projects to two years.
District staff will compile all applications for funding into a spread sheet comprised of the specified
data and make the spreadsheet, as well as a copy of each application available to each QAB
member prior to the annual QAB meeting.
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DSA Policy
The Venango Conservation District QAB recommends to the Venango Conservation District
Board to, at a minimum, follow the policies of the Pennsylvania State Conservation Commission
Dirt, Gravel, and Low Volume Road Maintenance Program Manual, dated July 1, 2019. These
policies can be found in chapter 7 of the manual and specifically in 7.2. Additional policies may
be recommended to the Venango Conservation District by the QAB.
At the November 11, 2019 meeting the QAB is recommending that the Venango
Conservation District set a local policy for the placement of DSA in Venango County. No DSA
material should be placed on a project site before May 1st or past September 30th in any year of a
current or extended contract. If DSA cannot be placed during these dates, the municipality should
ask for an extension. The extension may be granted provided that it does not exceed the programs
two-year fiscal spending requirement of funds granted to the district.

Low Volume Roads
Low-Volume Road Specific Guidance
This section applies only to Low Volume funds, not Dirt and Gravel funds. For the
purposes of the LVR Program, a “paved” road is defined to include any road surfaced with
asphalt, “tar and chip”, “chip seal”, bitumen, concrete, or other asphalt-like coating.

LVR Guiding Principals
Project Focus
The focus of road projects in the Low Volume Road (LVR) portion of the Program
should be on similar Environmentally Sensitive Maintenance principles that have been used in
the Dirt and Gravel Road Program since its inception. Projects in the LVR Program must contain
benefits to both the road systems (improved drainage, reduced surface, ditch & bank erosion,
smoother surface, more durable surface, reduced maintenance costs, etc.) and the
environmental systems (water quality, stream quality, reduced storm water flows, improved air
quality, increased infiltration). The balance between road improvements and environment
benefits should be considered in the local QAB/District project ranking criteria and funding
decisions.
Long Term Benefits
Similar to Dirt and Gravel Projects, the focus of LVR projects should be on long term
road and environmental improvement projects.


Routine maintenance of LVR or storm water systems such as cleaning inlets,
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street sweeping, crack sealing, etc. is not eligible for funding under this Program.


Program funds should not be used to pay for deferred or neglected maintenance
on drainage/storm water systems without road improvements.



Program funds should not be used to fund any LVR issues that do not provide a
long term benefit to the road and to the environment.

Mistakes/design Errors
Program funds should not be used to correct recent mistakes and or design errors on
LVRs that are the responsibility of the original project engineer or construction firm. If
recent (within it’s reasonable design lifespan) LVR construction projects contain design or
construction flaws, correction of these problems should be the duty of the project’s engineer or
contractor of record, and LVR funds should not be allocated for these purposes.

Project Eligibility
In order to be eligible for LVR funding, a road must have an existing paved (including
chip sealed) surface, and it must have a verified average daily traffic count of less than 500
vehicles per day (according to Commission guidance).
All projects must apply ESM principles and practices approved by the Program in order to
address an environmental concern directly related to the road, make improvements to the road
system, or to meet all other Program requirements (ie. permits or approvals).

LVR Project Guidelines
Paying for Asphalt or Other Surfacing
Resurfacing paved roads (sealing or paving) is not a primary focus of the LVR Program
component. Resurfacing costs can be considered by a conservation district as a component part
of a larger ESM project. It is at the discretion of individual conservation districts and QABs
whether resurfacing costs (sealing or paving) will be funded through the Program, either on
individual projects or as countywide policy. Before funding any resurfacing work on projects,
the following ESM principles must be addressed:


Drainage issues must be properly addressed.



Base instability issues must be properly addressed.



Other necessary and appropriate issues such as bank stability, road entrenchment,
vegetation, etc. must be properly addressed.
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The QAB will consider resurfacing portions of a project on Low Volume Roads as
part of a larger project and only those area of the roadway that have been disturbed
to make improvements to the road base and/or drainage. Other areas may be
considered on an as needed basis and are at the discretion of the QAB.

Surfacing Unpaved Roads
It is not the intent of the Program to encourage the sealing or paving of existing dirt or
gravel roads and converting them to sealed or paved low volume roads. While eligible
entities may choose to seal or pave a DGR project on their own at some future point in time,
no Program funds should be utilized for the specific purpose of converting unpaved roads to
paved or “tar and chip”.

Reclaiming Paved or Sealed Roads to D&G
The Program recognizes the value of converting a poorly constructed or poorly
maintained LV road into a high quality DGR through full depth reclamation or other similar
processes. Conservation districts may utilize either LVR or D&G low volume Program
component funds for these purposes.
LVRs in Urban Areas
Many ESM principles and practices in use by the Dirt and Gravel Road Program can be
readily adapted to paved LVRs in a rural environments. Since the LVR Program is new,
districts are strongly encouraged to work from what they know and understand (traditional
DGRP projects/concepts) towards LVR projects /concepts that they are less familiar with.
LVR funding, however, is not limited to rural roads or rural environments. LVR Projects in
urban areas will require a new set of BMPs that will take some time to develop and disseminate
through the Program. The level of focus in rural and urban environments will be at the discretion
of local conservation districts and QABs.
In order to increase the knowledge base of potential urban LVR BMPS, district should
contact the Center for Dirt and Gravel Roads when planning to fund an urban LVR project
that is outside of “traditional ESM practices”. This will give the Center opportunity to
provide input to these urban projects prior to QAB approval, and will help the Center to
increase the knowledge base of urban BMPs for statewide education purposes.
The LVR portion of the Program is not JUST a storm water program. Projects, especially in
urban areas, need to strike a balance between environmental improvements and road
improvements. It will be up to local Districts and QABs to determine the proper balance for
projects in their counties.
Miscellaneous
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The Commission recognizes the fact that many LVR component projects will have higher
levels of daily traffic and higher levels of posted speed than projects on unpaved roads.
Project applicants are required to follow the same safety protocols as with all other road work
(flaggers, signs, etc). The funding of any traffic control and safety components of a Program
project is at the discretion of the county conservation district.
Traffic Counts for Low Volume Roads
Before an application for a low volume road project can be considered for funding,
the applicant is responsible for validating that the road has 500 vehicles per day or less
consistent with Commission and any local QAB policy.


A traffic count is required in order to be considered for LVR funding, and must be
completed before application submission.



The conservation district is responsible for verifying that a count exists, and that the
count meets the criteria established in state and local policy.



Traffic counts are considered valid for a period of 5 years, provided there are no new
significant changes in traffic flow volumes or patterns.



Documentation of traffic counts using a signed “Traffic Count Validation Form” must
be retained with project files according to the Commission’s record retention policy.
Districts may opt to include the completed traffic count validation form as an
attachment to the project Contract.



Conservation districts may, at their discretion, use administrative and education funding
to facilitate or support traffic counts for applicants. Districts should insure that all
potential applicants have equal access to any traffic count facilitation measures they
may employ.



Traffic counts only apply to a segment of road between intersections, not to an entire
length of road. Application sites that include intersections may require multiple
counts.



Traffic counts should be done on the proposed project location, or on a road that
insures that traffic on the project location can be determined.

OPTION A: Validate with Existing Traffic Count Data or
Extrapolation
Use of Existing Data
Existing traffic counts can be used to verify road eligibility for LVR funding. Existing
Data must have been collected within the previous 5 years and conform to the Program’s
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Level 2 count protocol at a minimum. “Estimated” traffic counts that exist for many
municipal roads cannot be used.
Extrapolation of Existing Data
It is permissible to use existing data for roads with 500 vehicles per day or less to
logically extrapolate to subsidiary roads. (For example, a spur road between two State Roads
where both state roads have less than 500 vehicles per day must also have less than 500.)
This extrapolation of data can be used to verify that a road has 500 vehicles per day or less
without performing a count. This extrapolation of traffic counts must prove the ADT on the
road is 500 or less to be eligible for LVR funding. Extrapolation of existing data must be
verified by Conservation District Staff Prior to entering into a contract with the Conservation
District. Potential sources of existing traffic count data include:


State Roads:
http://www.dot.state.pa.us/Internet/bureaus/pdplanres.nsf/infoBPRTrafficInfoTraffic
VolumeMap



Local Roads: PennDOT regional offices or County Planning Commissions.

OPTION B: Validate with Level 1 Count: 2 Hour Count
An applicant may do a Level 1 count to determine the traffic count on a potential project
site. This involves counting traffic for a two hour period, either by hand tally, video recording,
or an automated traffic counter. A Level 1 traffic count of 500 vehicles per day or less will
qualify the road for LVR funding. A Level 1 traffic count must meet the following criteria:


It must be conducted between March 1 and the week before Thanksgiving.



It cannot be conducted on a holiday, or the day before or after a holiday.



It must be conducted on a Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday



It must be conducted for a minimum of two consecutive hours between 3:00 pm and
6:00 pm.



Only the number of vehicle passes is counted, regardless of direction of travel or type
of vehicle.



All level I traffic Counts must be conducted in conjunction with Conservation District
Staff prior to the submission of the LVR application and a Conservation District staff
person must be present during the actual count unless the count is being conducted by
the use of a video camera with a time display.



The traffic count for the time period will be adjusted to a 24 hour period by simply
multiplying the 2 hour count volume times twelve (12)



All level I traffic Counts that are close to 500 (475 – 525) vehicles a day should conduct
a minimum of three traffic counts and utilize the average of those counts.



Applicants may skip the Level 1 count and go straight to a Level 2 count if desired
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Only licensed motor vehicles should be counted.

If a Level 1 Traffic Count produces a count of 500 vehicles per day or less, the project on the
road is considered eligible without a Level 2 Traffic Count. If a Level 1 Traffic Count produces
a count of more than 500 vehicles per day, it does not disqualify the road, but necessitates
a Level 2 Traffic Count because of its increased accuracy. The purpose of a Level 1 count is
to provide a reasonably accurate traffic count with minimal time investment.
Level 1 Count Examples
Example 1:
A traffic count for two consecutive hours between 4:00 pm and 6:00 pm
produces a count of 25 vehicles.
24hours (per day) / 2hours (per study) = 12
12 x 25 =300 average daily count.
This worksite would be eligible (no Level 2 Count needed).
Example 2: A traffic count for two consecutive hours between 3:30 pm and 5:30 pm
produces a count of 53 vehicles.
24hours (per day) / 2hours (per study) = 12
12 x 53 = 636 average daily count.
This does not disqualify the road. It simply means that a more accurate Level 2 Count is
required if the applicant wants to continue to pursue Program funding.

OPTION C: Validate with Level 2 count: 24 hour Automated Count
A Level 2 Count involves the placement of an automated traffic counter on the road for a
minimum period of 24 hours. Note that these are the minimum criteria for a count. More
comprehensive or longer counts can be substituted as long as they meet the minimum
requirements below for a “Level 2 Count”. A Level 2 traffic count of 500 vehicles per day or
less will qualify the road for LVR funding. Level 2 counts supersede Level 1 counts if there is
a discrepancy. A level 2 traffic count must meet the following criteria:


It must be conducted between March 1 and the week before Thanksgiving.



It cannot be conducted on a holiday, or the day before or after a holiday.



It must be conducted between 12 AM Tuesday and 12 AM Friday.



It must be conducted for a minimum of 24 consecutive hours.



Only the number of vehicle passes is counted, regardless of direction of travel or type
of vehicle.



All level I traffic Counts must be conducted in conjunction with Conservation District
Staff prior to the submission of the LVR application.

If a Level 2 Traffic Count produces a count of 500 vehicles per day or less, the project on the
road is considered eligible. If a Level 2 Traffic Count produces a count of more than 500 vehicles
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per day, a project on that road is not eligible for LVR funding. 24 hour counts do not have to
be broken up by hour or any smaller time unit.
The criteria described in the Level 2 traffic count represent a “minimum acceptable
criteria”. Counties may use or adopt more stringent traffic count requirements as long as it
meets or exceeds the requirements here. (A more stringent requirement is a count that
provides more statistically accurate data. For example: requiring Level 2 counts for all
roads; requiring 48 hour counts, or requiring hourly totals on counts to provide information to
PennDOT.)
Seasonal Activities and Special Circumstances
A traffic count survey cannot be conducted in a timeframe or manner that intentionally
causes artificially low average daily traffic counts on a particular road segment. This
includes conducting a traffic count during summer recess for a school access road, or
conducting a traffic count when access to a road segment is temporarily or partially restricted
or reduced (i.e. detoured, weight, or size restricted, etc.) or conducting a traffic count in any
other timeframe or manner that intentionally causes low average daily traffic counts.

Applications for Funding
The one-page Dirt Gravel & Low Volume Roads Grant Application, developed for statewide use,
will be distributed to all eligible applicants. The front of the form requires all eligible applicant
information, worksite ID, problems that need addressed on the site, grant amount requested and
estimated in-kind contributions. The back of the form is reserved for a simple drawing and a short
explanation of the project.
Each application will be for one or more previously verified worksites, or continuous project area.
The Venango Conservation District will not keep all non-funded projects on file for future funding
allocations. Therefore, resubmittal of project applications will be necessary during subsequent
application years. Eligible applicants may also choose to revise existing submitted applications.
At the December 15, 2016 meeting the Quality Assurance Board recommended to the Venango
Conservation District Board to limit LVR applications to one per year per applicant and D&G
applications to two per year per applicant.
It will also be the policy of the QAB to allow the inclusion of work outside of the municipality’s
road right of way provided the work is necessary for the successful completion and continued
maintenance of non-point source pollution problem corrected on the site.
The QAB will have an annual sign up period in which municipalities can conduct pre-application
site visits with district staff and complete and submit applications. There will be a given deadline
usually in the month of November and all municipal officials will be notified of this deadline by
mid to late September enabling interested municipalities to submit their grant applications by the
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given deadline. This information will be posted on the district website and sent via e-mail and the
United States Postal Service to each municipality.
The annual QAB meeting will be held shortly after the given annual deadline. At that time, all
submitted applications will be reviewed, ranked and recommended for funding. These
recommendations will be given to the Venango Conservation District Board at their next regularly
scheduled board meeting for final approval. The eligible applicants will be notified by letter and
proposed contract in conformity with their grant application. If deemed necessary by the QAB
Chairman, a second QAB meeting may be called to award any remaining funds not allocated
during the annual meeting. Eligible applicants that have open contracts at the time of the QAB
annual meeting will not be considered for further funding until the existing contract is completed.

Funding Procedures
All approved contracts with eligible applicants will be signed by the District Manager of the
Venango Conservation District. The funds will be distributed by the Conservation District in the
following manner:


The Conservation District maintains a separate account specifically for the Dirt Gravel
& Low Volume Road Program.



Upon execution of the project contract, the eligible applicant must request 50% of the
“grant amount requested” for working capital. The eligible applicant is responsible for
retaining receipts, weigh slips, labor accounting, equipment use, and in-kind
documentation, etc. to fully document expenditure of entire grant amount (100%). The
final 50% of funding for the “grant amount requested” will be reimbursed to the eligible
applicant upon final inspection of the project by Venango Conservation District Staff
and the completion of the performance report by the eligible applicant.



The eligible applicant has one year to complete the approved contract. If unable to
complete in one years’ time, the eligible applicant may request in writing a one-year
extension on the project.



Signage for road safety will be an eligible expense under the Dirt Gravel & Low
Volume Road program and will be funded at the discretion of the Quality Assurance
Board or up to 50% of the cost of the signage as long as the signage is part of a larger
Dirt Gravel & Low Volume Road project site.



Guide rails and/or guardrails will be and eligible expense under the Dirt Gravel & Low
Volume Road program and will be funded at the discretion of the Quality Assurance
Board or up to 50% of the cost of the guide rails/guardrails as long as they are a part of
a larger Dirt Gravel & Low Volume Roads project site.
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All projects that are funded for DSA placement must follow Dirt Gravel & Low
Volume Roads Center guidelines for placement, including nuclear testing for moisture
content and density (compaction) of the placed material. Municipalities may not use
the DSA placement contractor to provide density and moisture content testing but must
hire a qualified independent contractor.

The Conservation District will consider the project complete upon final inspection by the QAB
and/or district personnel. For the project to be considered complete, all site work must be
accomplished and stabilized as indicated in the contract in a manner to be considered satisfactory
to achieve the purpose it was designed for, as determined by the QAB and/or the Conservation
District.
All receipts, weigh slips, labor accounting, etc. must also meet or exceed the total grant amount
requested prior to funds being released. If totals equal less than the awarded contract only the
lesser amount will be funded to the eligible applicant. Grant monies that are unspent by the eligible
applicant at the end date of the executed contract will not be distributed by the Conservation
District.
The District makes funds available to participating eligible applicants from the Dirt, Gravel, &
Low Volume Road Fund. Those applications are highly competitive and require that full and
accurate cost estimates be developed by the eligible applicant prior to their submittal for potential
funding. Once the District enters into a contract with an eligible applicant, the District expects the
eligible applicant to complete the contract within the proposed budget and contract time frame.
The District will not provide additional funds should the project costs exceed those proposed by
the eligible applicant in the grant application and awarded contract unless a contract addendum
and/or extension has been requested and approved. Funds spent by the municipality in excess of
the grant amount will count as an in-kind contribution by the eligible applicant.

Stream Crossings
Stream Crossing Structural Replacement Policy
This section applies to both Low Volume funds and Dirt and Gravel funds.
Background
The goal of this policy is to allow the replacement of stream crossing structures that were
negatively impacting the stream, while at the same time preventing the Program from simply
becoming a “bridge replacement program”. The best quantification of stream impact is the
size of the existing structure related to the bankfull width of the channel. A channel’s
“bankfull width” is the width of flow at a “dominant channel forming flow stage” where
sediment and bed material is moved most effectively through the stream system. Although it
varies, bankfull is typically associated with a flow level between 1 and 2 year recurrence.
Stream crossing structures that are significantly less than the channel’s bankfull width are
typically associated with many problems including gravel deposition above the road and
excessive stream scour and erosion below the road. In order to focus Program funds on
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structures that are most likely to be causing stream instability, the policy drafted here limits
paying for structural replacement to only those locations where the existing structure is less
than 75% of the bankfull channel width. These structures are most likely to be causing
negative stream impacts, and are most likely to be sources of perpetual maintenance and road
impacts to local municipalities (gravel bar removal, erosion, etc.). In addition, any new
structures must have a width at least equal to the channel’s bankfull width.
Replacement of Road/stream Crossing Structures
The purpose of this policy is to determine eligibility for stream crossing structural
replacement with Program funds. Environmentally Sensitive Maintenance practices applied to
the surrounding bridge area (road, stream banks, ditches, high water bypass etc.) are still eligible
Program expenses around all stream crossings. Within the limits described below, the final
decision on funding structure replacement, along with the type of structure used (pipe, box,
etc.), is at the discretion of local Quality Assurance Boards. These qualifications do not exempt
projects from any permitting or engineering requirements.
EXISTING stream crossing structures with an opening equal to or less than 13 square
feet (equivalent to a 48” diameter round pipe):
 Are eligible to be replaced with Program funds.
 The NEW REPLACEMENT structure must (all four):

1. Have a structure width at least equal to bankfull width (100% ratio).
2. Be properly aligned with the channel.
3. Consider additional floodplain connectivity when possible.
4. Be designed and constructed to accommodate the passage of
aquatic organisms through the structure.
EXISTING stream crossing structures with an opening of more than 13 square feet
(equivalent to a 48” diameter round pipe):
 In order to be eligible for replacement, EXISTING structures must (all three):

1. Have a structure to bankfull width ratio of 75% or less.
2. Show signs of streambank erosion.
3. Show signs of streambed erosion/aggradation.
 The NEW REPLACEMENT structure must (all four):

1. Have a structure width at least equal to bankfull width (100% ratio).
2. Be properly aligned with the channel.
3. Consider additional floodplain connectivity when possible.
4. Be designed and constructed to accommodate the passage of aquatic
organisms through the structure.
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Environmental Standards for Products and
Practices
Section 9106 (f)(7) of the PA Motor Vehicle Code requires Quality Assurance Boards to adopt
standards that prohibit use of materials or practices that are environmentally harmful. The
Statement of Policy 83.613 (1) (b) formalizes that requirement. In response, the Venango County
QAB has adopted standards prohibiting the use of materials or practices which are environmentally
harmful or do not meet the programs' “non-pollution” standard. These materials include, but are
not limited to: noxious weeds, fugitive emissions, and dust control products which may pose a
problem if they enter a waterway. Compliance with all existing environmental laws is a condition
of purchase under the contracting agreement between the Conservation District and the
municipality. An environmentally suitable substitute for dust control, as determined by the State
Conservation Commission, may qualify for payment.
(Revised January 29, 2019)
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